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Abstract: Network latency will be a critical performance metric for the Fifth Generation (5G) networks
expected to be fully rolled out in 2020 through the IMT-2020 project. The multi-user multiple-input
multiple-output (MU-MIMO) technology is a key enabler for the 5G massive connectivity criterion,
especially from the massive densification perspective. Naturally, it appears that 5G MU-MIMO will
face a daunting task to achieve an end-to-end 1 ms ultra-low latency budget if traditional network
set-ups criteria are strictly adhered to. Moreover, 5G latency will have added dimensions of scalability
and flexibility compared to prior existing deployed technologies. The scalability dimension caters
for meeting rapid demand as new applications evolve. While flexibility complements the scalability
dimension by investigating novel non-stacked protocol architecture. The goal of this review paper
is to deploy ultra-low latency reduction framework for 5G communications considering flexibility
and scalability. The Four (4) C framework consisting of cost, complexity, cross-layer and computing
is hereby analyzed and discussed. The Four (4) C framework discusses several emerging new
technologies of software defined network (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV) and fog
networking. This review paper will contribute significantly towards the future implementation of
flexible and high capacity ultra-low latency 5G communications.
Keywords: 5G; ultra-reliable communication; ultra-low latency; SDN; NFV; MU-MIMO; MM2M;
caching; computing; virtualization

1. Introduction
Fifth Generation (5G) wireless communications will be driven by three use cases of enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type communication (mMTC) and lastly, ultra-reliable low
latency communication (URLLC). The eMBB is designed for high bandwidth internet access suitable
for web browsing, video streaming, and virtual reality. The mMTC is responsible for establishing
narrowband Internet applications such as narrowband IoT (NB-IoT). The URLLC facilitates certain
delay-sensitive applications such as factory automation, remote surgery and autonomous driving [1].
Of all the above technologies, URLCC will be the most stringent to achieve based on the 1 ms end-to-end
(E-2-E) latency, link reliability of 99.99999% and error rates that are lower than 1 packet loss in 105
packets as recommended by the ITU-R M.2410.0 [2]. New techniques are required to meet with the
stringent latency and reliability requirements for URLLC as we migrate into the domain of haptic
communications, tactile Internet, intelligent transport system (ITS) and industry 4.0 era revolution [3,4].
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Studies have investigated URLCC generating a mixture of results [5,6]. In other to improve vehicle
safety in vehicle-to-vehicle in the 5G user case, an application layer raptor code Q codes have been
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The SDN 5G architecture consists of network operating system (NOS)/controller. The NOS is a
low-level language that expedites communication among the multicores threads. The multicores
enable the implementation of distributed parallel computing topology in which many cores are
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The SDN 5G architecture consists of network operating system (NOS)/controller. The NOS is
a low-level language that expedites communication among the multicores threads. The multicores
enable the implementation of distributed parallel computing topology in which many cores are
distributed leading to lower task execution time. The notable platform is the OpenDaylight [21,22],
drives the southbound OpenFlow application programming interface (API) towards the data plane [23].
The northbound API is currently implementing RESTful API [24] as the de-facto API to the
management plane.
To address the low latency issue in MU-MIMO for future 5G, this paper highlighted Four (4) C
framework consisting of: Computing, Cost, Complexity and Cross-Layer. Details for each of the C is
summarized as below:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Computing: Instead of sending sensor data directly to the cloud, the edge devices undertake the
function of data processing, analysis and storage. Thus, minimizing overall network traffic and
latency. Overall, fog computing is designed to enhance network efficiency, performance and
minimize the quantity of data pushed to the cloud for handling, examination and ware-housing
to achieve an URC with low-latency.
Cost: Minimization of costs and maximization of resource utilization are crucial elements towards
achieving ultra-reliable and low-latency. Virtualization is not a new technique, but only recently,
with the advent of cloud computing (CC) and big data concept, has it become a staple in CC
design. Virtualization techniques in CC facilitate the execution of multiple applications and
operating systems on the same server, without interfering with any of the other services provided
by the server or host platform, thereby enabling efficient resource utilization, cost reduction, and
decrease in latency through increasing the speed of relocation process in the virtual server files.
Complexity: Massive-MIMO hardware structures deploy a huge numbers of antennas and hence,
this leads to vast complexity in order to detect the signal. Complexity is considered as a challenge
to be solved in practical massive MIMO systems. The complexity is increased exponentially with
the numbers of transmit antennas and thus, making the large-scale MIMO less practical. Efficient
receiving schemes and precoding are much needed in massive MIMO systems to mitigate the
computational complexity. To lessen the complexity as well as to strengthen the convergence
rate, numerous methods and schemes have been suggested in detail in Section 5. It is suggested
that henceforth, algorithms designed for 5G URLLC should be judged on their complexity
O(N) indicator.
Cross-Layer: The cross-layer design diverges from the traditional network design whereby each
layer of the stack would be made to work individually. Cross-layer optimization is important to
control the packet loss as well as the waiting period caused by transmission and queuing process.
The correlation between cross-layer in massive MIMO with the low latency is discussed in depth
in Section 6.
The contributions of our paper may be summarized as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

To present an insight into the fundamental limitations of the MU-MIMO system from the context
of low-latency requirements and potential solutions from the literature. For instance, a trade-off is
necessary between fast convergence and high computational algorithms as highly computational
and iterative algorithms might lead to signal processing delays. A case in hand is turbo encoders
for line coding.
To synthesize existing works on ultra-low latency 5G communications presenting their
shortcomings and proposing a possible solution of enhancement. Some existing works have
limited their work to millimeter-wave communication as the main drivers of URLLC. Thus,
presenting a distorted view of the problem.
To implement a framework for achieving a low latency 5G communications based on SDN,
network function virtualization (NFV), edge computing, caching solutions. These tools can
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enhance signal processing speeds by mapping some of these functions to the cloud in the case of
high densification expected of 5G networks.
We presented the challenges and progress towards the Four (4) C framework, which can serve as
a future research direction in this regard.

This review paper is different from the other review paper related to URC and low-latency on 5G
as published in [16,25,26] in terms of the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)

All the above literature failed to address the ultra-low latency requirements of 5G from the MTC
driven by the MU-MIMO technology.
Work in [26] identified SDN/NFV as the core of the ultra-low latency 5G communications but failed
to exploit the need to virtualize other network peripherals such as hard-disk, CPU, memory, etc.
This study highlights the need for a soft integration between the fog networking, MU-MIMO and
SDN/NFV as the driver towards attaining ultra-low latency MM2M 5G regime.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a detailed and descriptive analysis
5G MU-MIMO latency problem and overview of the Four (4) C framework. Section 3 discusses
how to attain low latency 5G communications considering computing, specifically fog computing as
an intermediate layer between CC and end devices. Section 4 focuses on attaining low latency 5G
communications from a cost perspective. Sections 5 and 6 address the low latency 5G communications
issue from complexity and cross-layer. Section 7 discusses the challenges and opportunities of the four
(4) Cs. Finally, Section 8 concludes the work.
2. Potential of MU-MIMO Based on Four C Framework
The MU-MIMO technology is analysed from the perspective of support for ultra-low latency 5G
communications. Meanwhile, our Four (4) C model framework is presented in Section 2.2.
2.1. MU-MIMO Technology Candidature for Massive Network Densification
The MU-MIMO system comprises a transmit antenna concurrently beaming signals to a plethora
of end-users as shown in Figure 3. 5G is equipped with the following capabilities: support for 1000fold more data than the current aggregate data rate, 100-fold more than the current user data rate and a
100-fold increase in the number of concurrently connected devices [9]. The above is only realizable via a
heterogeneous network architecture consisting of small cells, joint transmission coordinated multipoint
(CoMP) topology and macro cells. MU-MIMO is an integral part of the wireless communications
and has been widely adopted by: IEEE 802.11n, 802.11ac WLAN, 802.16e (Mobile WiMAX), 802.16m
(WiMAX), 3GPP long-term evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced.
From Figure 3, mobile users can only transmit and receive mobile data after the data has traversed
from the packet data network (PDN) to the evolved packet core (EPC) assuming a reliable wireless link.
If call set up time and joint transmission protocol overhead are neglected, the two sources of network
latency in wireless communications are [25]: (i) sojourn time i.e., control plane (C-plane) and (ii) mean
waiting time i.e., user plane (U-plane). The former is responsible for the establishment of the necessary
network control information such as; scheduling algorithms, rate control techniques, bandwidth
reservation strategies, call admission control policies, transmitter assignment and handover [27].
Additional considerations are the time interval data packets dwell on the equipment as it travels
from the PDN network equipment to the BS, i.e., backhaul communications. The network equipment
includes: load-balancers, middle-boxes, routers, switches, deep packet inspection, firewalls, intrusion
detection system and traffic engineering boxes. The sojourn time denotes the time interval that UE
switches from idle mode to active mode and successfully establish a link between the UE and BS.
Precisely, it is responsible for the network end-to-end orchestration (EEO) between the UE and BS.
Furthermore, reachability, on the fly network configuration and system policies updates are all linked
with sojourn time. Meanwhile, ultra-low latency 5G postulates a built-in mechanism for network fault
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From Figure 3, mobile users can only transmit and receive mobile data after the data has
Table 2. Highlights of potential 5G applications and their requirements of ultra-low latency.
traversed from the packet data network (PDN) to the evolved packet core (EPC) assuming a reliable
wirelessApplication
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are Key
neglected,
Latency
Acceptableprotocol
Packet Loss
Rate
Enabler the two
Industry 4.0/Factory
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0.5–5 ms [28–30]

10−9

Network slicing and visual
computing

Intelligent transport
system (ITS)

100 ms

10−5 − 10−3

Device-2-Device and AI

Made in China
2025/Internet Plus

0.5–5 ms [31]
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Virtual Learning
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User defined
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Haptic communications
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Reality
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10−4

Haptic environment

E-health

1–10 ms [16,36]

User defined

Tactile Internet and
CODEC system

The expected latency for intelligent transport system (ITS) was stated at 100 ms in Table 2. ITS
system architectures consist of four subsystems: M2M capillary, M2M access domain, M2M core and
M2M application [37]. Using the LTE-A standard around which 5G technology is revolving, the four
ITS subsystem has a total latency of 33.5–309 ms. In this system design, the M2M access domain, M2M
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core are denoted as having 13–129 ms and 12–150 ms latency, respectively. Hence, 100 ms is a reasonable
estimate to be expected considering the number of devices involved. Device-2-device (D-2-D) will be a
key enabler for smart grid technology considering the fact that smart grid technology is a long-distance
communication system. By breaking the transmission distance into the shorter distance and deploying
D-2-D communications, the latency can be reduced if amplify and forward (AF) technology is deployed.
Furthermore, D-2-D will ostensibly reduce the need for retransmission in the face of delivery failure.
It is believed that our Four C model can assist in the issue by deploying SDN, mMIMO and NFV.
Ultimately, the MU-MIMO system faces two (2) key complexity challenges namely: implementation
complexity and computational complexity [38]. The former focuses on signal overhead reduction
strategies with the emphasis on the physical air interface and control communication between diverse
network entities, while the latter defines the processing time of underlying algorithms. Next, we
Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Dynamic traffic steering, hardware acceleratorsand
and
service function chaining.
•

Automated operations, administrations, maintenance and provisioning (OAM&P) capabilities.

To
this
goal,steering,
this paper
is implemented
Four
(4) C function
framework
as shown in Figure 4. The
• achieve
Dynamic
traffic
hardware
acceleratorsaand
service
chaining.
Four (4) CTo
model
is an
computing,
complexity,
cost
cross-layer.
are
provided
in
achieve
thisacronym
goal, thisofpaper
is implemented
a Four
(4)and
C framework
as Details
shown in
Figure
4.
the following
sections.
The Four (4) C model is an acronym of computin

Computing

Four ‘C’s Framework

Resource
Management

Resource allocation [35-38]

Artificial
components

Design and optimal positioning
of distribution [39,40]

Positioning of the
data centers (DCs)

Design and optimal positioning
of DCs [40,41]

Transmission

Beam selection [43], User and
Beam selection [44]

Detection schemes

SM-MIMO [46], Jacobi [47],
Gauss-Seidel [48], Maximum
likelihood [49], Richardson
[50], Successive overrelation
(SOR) [51.52]

Software
virtualization

Operating system [53],
Application [54], Service [55]

Complexity

Cost

Hardware
virtualization
Resource
allocation

Cross-Layer

CPU [56,57], Memory [58,59],
Cloud storage device [60]
Packet dropping, power
allocation policy [61,2,62]

Frame structure

Subcarrier spacing and shorter
TTI [63-66], blocklength
channel codes [67]

Multiple access

SCMA [45,68],CDMA [69],
NOMA [70]

Figure
The classification
(4) C
for latency
Ultra-Low
high
capacity 5G
Figure
4. The4.classification
of Fourof(4)Four
C Model
forModel
Ultra-Low
highlatency
capacity
5G communications.
communications.

3. Computing
Figure 5 summarizes the major milestones in the evolution of cellular networks topology
towards achieving E-2-E low latency. Besides, the literature provides a comprehensive overview
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3. Computing
Figure 5 summarizes the major milestones in the evolution of cellular networks topology towards
achieving E-2-E low latency. Besides, the literature provides a comprehensive overview about the
various new cellular networks topology involving software defined networking (SDN) [40,41], network
function virtualization (NFV) [39,42], and network slicing [43,44]. However, these efforts are considered
insufficient to achieve latency close to zero with the Internet of Things (IoTs) limelight [45]. These
dramatic increase in data traffic will lead to network congestion. Thus, making analysis, processing
and storage of the data by the cloud data centers. Cloud data centres are normally characterized
Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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devices such as gateways, access points, routers, and layer 3-switches that are making smart decisions
network edge of the FC includes a set of intelligent devices such as gateways, access points, routers,
to provide computation and routing functions by examining whether an application request requires
and layer 3-switches that are making smart decisions to provide computation and routing functions
communication with CC layer or not [50]. The philosophy of FC is to serve the requests of real-time,
by examining whether an application request requires communication with CC layer or not [50]. The
low-latency services by the FC devices, where data analytics are embedded directly within endpoints
philosophy of FC is to serve the requests of real-time, low-latency services by the FC devices, where
such as network nodes, data sinks, controllers, or even sensors themselves. Thus, this approach gives
data analytics are embedded directly within endpoints such as network nodes, data sinks,
twofold benefits of the analytics of real-time data with low latency and energy consumption. Due to
controllers, or even sensors themselves. Thus, this approach
that, the fog nodes need to be as close as possible to the end users.
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low latency.

Meanwhile, in requests that demand semi-permanent and permanent storage or require
extensive analysis, the primary purpose of fog equipment is to liaise with routers or gateways and
initiate the redirection of request to the core CC. Accordingly, FC is considered a natural extension
of CC that aims primarily to relieve the performance bottlenecks of the network and minimize data
analytics latency at the central servers of a cloud. In [50] the authors expounded the diverse system
units of FC and highlighted some typical use cases scenarios. In addition, the authors emphasized
the need for fog-cloud marriage and the duty of fog computing from the perspective of the Internet
of Things. References [51–54] proposed several architectures for resource management of the IoT use

use cases in the context of IoT. Results indicate the FC outperforms the traditional CC system as the
number of devices demanding real-time services increases. In scenarios with 50% applications driven
by instant, real-time services, the total service latency for FC was observed to reduce by 50.09%.
Additionally, references [60–62] studied the various scenarios of resource allocation as it relates
to FC
framework.
The essence and use-cases of FC w
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forlatency-intolerant
fog-cloud marriage
the duty of fog computing from the perspective of the Internet of Things.
In the same context, Zeng et al. [67] deployed convex programming to study service
References [51–54] proposed several architectures for resource management of the IoT use case cutting
minimization completion duration of job image and job scheduling. By simply invoking distributed
across cloud and FC. The request, processing, and response time are considered as the performance
metrics in these studies. Meanwhile, Bonomi et al. [55] studied the properties of the paradigm as
it relates to latency, location knowledge, geographical spread, mobility, non-homogeneity, and the
predominant access to wireless devices. Intharawijitr et al. [56] suggested a low-latency FC solution
for latency management. Simplifying computing delay and communication delay, an analytical model
was proposed as a guide towards the selection of entities in fog network that offers the barest delay.
Xiao et al. [57] considered the issue on the strategy and optimal positioning of cloud data centres (DCs)
to enhance the QoS focusing on system latency as well as cost-efficiency. It was observed that the
study is positively correlated with the proficiency of the data-centric networks. Dastjerdi et al. [58],
shed more light on FC focusing on principles, architectures, and applications on the perspective of
Internet of Things. Meanwhile, Sarkar et al. [59] assessed the functionality of the recently suggested
FC paradigm to cater for the demands of the latency-intolerant use cases in the context of IoT. Results
indicate the FC outperforms the traditional CC system as the number of devices demanding real-time
services increases. In scenarios with 50% applications driven by instant, real-time services, the total
service latency for FC was observed to reduce by 50.09%. Additionally, references [60–62] studied the
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various scenarios of resource allocation as it relates to FC framework. The essence and use-cases of
FC were explored by Yannuzzi et al. [63] at a shallow level. In [64], the authors analyzed divergent
computing scenarios including CC and explored the desirability of having a robust and fault-resistant
FC platform.
Meanwhile, Chen et al. [65] studied the issue of latency for video streaming services. The authors
suggested the deployment of a unit DC under a single cyber-physical system (CPS). Nevertheless,
the scenario can be obtained based on the fact that in real-world IoT deployment, a unit of DC under
a unit global CPS might disrupt the macro service competence fueled by inadequate management
and the lack of cloud storage. Hong et al. [66] proposed a programming model to wheel enormous
IoT use-cases via mobile FC. The model embraces the service offering to geographically dispersed,
latency-intolerant use cases.
In the same context, Zeng et al. [67] deployed convex programming to study service minimization
completion duration of job image and job scheduling. By simply invoking distributed load balancing
mechanism between the client and fog entities, the total computation and transmission latency
can be reduced. In addition, the job accomplishment duration convex problem was re-modeled
as a mixed-integer nonlinear mathematical programming problem and solution obtained via a
low-complexity three-stage algorithm. Oueis et al. [68] suggested an excellent start-up strategy for
nodes association in which the management roles are collaboratively performed by many entities
within the latency limitations. However, these studies on FC are primarily limited on the fundamentals
and the principles; and have not digressed into the technical domain resulting in implementation.
In addition, recent researches discussed several of the important aspects of fog computing such
as: location awareness [69], security and privacy [70], geographical distribution, mobility [55], energy
consumption and OPEX [59], heterogeneity, real-life applications, and the predominant access to
wireless devices [58]. Herein, we will pay attention to the latency issue as the major contribution and a
new approach to this study.
Obviously, in use cases driven by low-latency communications, FC results in high overhead when
compared to traditional CC. Hence, studies extracted using a high amount of IoT latency-sensitive
shows that FC exhibits superior performance to CC. A summary of the state-of-the-art is given in
Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of the state-of-the-art for 5G computing paradigm.
References

Contribution

Results

Limitations

Xiao et al. [55]

Considered the issue of formation
and optimal placement of DCs to
enhance QoS in respect to service
latency and cost minimization.

The placement of DCs is positively
correlated by the data centric
networks performance.

Complex optimization model
where the locations of DCs
strongly affect the efficiency of the
data centric networks.

Chen et al. [65]

Targets the issue of video streaming
services latency.

Suggested the concept of a unit
DC controlled by a unit CSP. In
this setting, the total computation
and transmit delay needs could be
reduced by parallel computing
jobs and aligning the tasks on both
client and fog nodes.

A unit DC controlled a unit global
CSP may obstruct the total service
performance as a result of
inadequate management and lack
of cloud storage.

Yangui et al. [51]

Proposed a stratum driven system
topology for IoT application
provisioning comprising of cloud
and FC. Secondly, advanced design
nomenclatures and interfaces were
exposed, with E-2-E latency as a
performance metric.

The E-2-E latency was reduced to
484 ms on the occasion of fog
proximity to the IoT devices.
Nevertheless, it is of interest to
note that the worst result of 2033
ms is not when all the components
are in the cloud.

The prototype needs more
investigation on the further
performance index, including fire
detection delay and robot
dispatching delay.

Agarwal et al. [52]

Proposed resource allocation
topology comprising of an
algorithm that allocates the tasks
between the cloud and FC. The
demands, processing, and response
time are considered as performance
metrics.

The proposed algorithm has
shown that the response time was
309.53 ms. In addition, the
response time of reconfigurable
load balancing was 632.87 ms and
the overall response time to
optimizing response time was
630.11 ms.

Targets the fundamentals, core
notions and the doctrines of fog
computing; and not in the
technical aspect from an
implementation perspective.
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Table 3. Cont.
References

Contribution

Results

Limitations

Krishnan et al. [53]

Proposed a solution comprising of
the fog and CC, where latency is
considered as a performance metric.

The E-2-E delay was reduced by
70% compared with traditional
Cloud.

The prototype needs more
investigation and deeper
discussion, especially the technical
aspect from an implementation
perspective.

Hong et al. [66]

Based on a mathematical
programming model, a solution was
derived to support large-scale IoT
use-cases via mobile FC.

The model supports the service
provisioning to location dispersed,
delay-sensitive use-cases.

The main issue is to formulate a
parallel runtime network capable
of migrating Mobile Fog processes
across wide spectrum of devices.

Bonomi et al. [55]

Focused on the properties of the
concept in terms of delay,
geographical awareness, location
dispersion, mobility,
non-homogeneity, and wireless
access to devices.

The FC interacted well with
machine-to-machine (M2M) and
decreased the latency of the
real-time processing from
milliseconds to sub seconds.

Fog devices considered
localization, hence allow small
latency and context awareness, the
cloud provisioning and global
centralization.

Zeng et al. [67]

Studied service requests completion
duration reduction issue by
focusing on job image positioning
and job scheduling jointly; and the
job completion duration reduction
mechanism.

The total compute and transmit
delay could be reduced by sharing
computing jobs and balancing the
task on both client and fog nodes.

Focused on the principles, basic
notions, and the doctrines of fog
computing; and not in the
technical aspect from an
implementation perspective.

Intharawijitr et al. [56]

Suggested a low-latency FC
architecture for latency
management. To simplify
computing latency and
communication latency, a
mathematical model was defined.

The smallest delay policy offers
appreciable performance based on
the speed of resource availability.
Additionally, the authors
discovered there was an optimal
value for the latency threshold

The proposed optimization model
is preliminary and requires
consideration of different
applications running on the source
to enable more accurate analysis
of a real network environment.

Sarkar et al. [59]

Assessed the applicability of the
novel suggested FC concept to
service the needs of the
latency-sensitive applications in the
context of IoT.

Fog computing outperforms CC in
the context of IoT, with a high
number of latency-sensitive
applications.

Deeper study needed concerning
different applications running on
the source to enable more accurate
analysis of a real network
environment.

4. Cost: Computing Resource Factors
Virtualization is not a new technique, but recently with the advent of CC and big data concept,
it has become a staple in CC design [71]. Virtualization techniques in CC permit the execution of
several applications and operating systems utilizing same server, without obstructing the optimal
performance of similar applications running on the server or host machine, resulting in judicious
resource utilization, costs minimization, and lowering the latency via speeding-up of the transfer
procedure of the virtual server files by a software known as Hypervisor, as seen in Figure 7. Thus, the
hypervisor is a fundamental part of the virtualization infrastructure. The hypervisor plays the role of a
bridge connecting the hardware and the virtual environment and distributes the hardware utilities
such as CPU usage, memory allotment between the various virtual platforms.
The hypervisor is equipped with small scale virtual server managing attributes, comprising
higher virtual server’s capability or booting it down [72]. The VM offers a wide spectrum of attributes
for managing many hypervisors across physical platforms. By design, a hypervisor is restricted to
one physical server and hence, only add virtual images of the underlying server. On the occasion
that a virtualized platform is instantiated, the hypervisor configurations are then transported to the
memory. AMD Processor and Intel VMX are main hardware that facilitates in the transfer of the VMs
and hypervisor. With the creation of a VM, the CPU is equipped with the execution commands of
the hypervisor, which subsequently acts on the information located in memory [58]. Kim et al. [73],
analyzed various categories of existing hypervisors, such as Citrix Xenserver, VMware ESXi, KVM,
and Hper-V hypervisor. The researchers proposed a system labelled as VM placement to address the
problem of access latency recommended for specific VM configured on non-uniform memory access
scheme. Hypervisors can be grouped according to different nomenclature of; (Para-Virtualization
Hypervisor, Fully Virtualized Hypervisor, Hybrid Model Hypervisor, and Micro-Kernelized Design
Hypervisor) [55]. Virtualization technique is deployed at the computing, storage, network, and
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resource utilization, costs minimization, and lowering the latency via speeding-up of the transfer
procedure of the virtual server files by a software known as Hypervisor, as seen in Figure 7.
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is a virtualization
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virtualiz
software virtualization and hardware virtualization.
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Figure

4.1. Software
Virtualization
The hypervisor
is equipped with small scale virtual server managing attributes, comprising
higher
virtual virtualization
server’s capability
or booting
it downof[72].
The of
VM
offers avirtual
wide spectrum
of attributes
Software
embraces
the concept
having
various
environments
on the
for
managing
many
hypervisors
across
physical
platforms.
By
design,
a
hypervisor
is
restricted
to
host machine; and can be classified into:
•
•
•

Operating system virtualization (OSV): hosting multiple operating systems on the native
operating system.
Application virtualization (AV): endowed with the capability to host singular applications in a
virtual environment separate from the native OS.
Service virtualization (SV): relates to hosting service specific processes and services related to a
particular application on a virtual platform.

4.2. Hardware Virtualization
Often referred to as hardware-assisted virtualization or server virtualization is executed on the
paradigm that a singular autonomous section of hardware or a physical server, can be construed as
various smaller hardware sections or servers. Thus, resulting in an amalgamation of various physical
servers into virtual servers that drive a single primary physical server. Each minute server is capable
of hosting a virtual machine (VM), however, the entire cluster of servers are seen as a solitary entity by
any process associating with the hardware. It is the duty of hypervisor to execute resource allocation
algorithm. The advantages of the aforementioned strategy are the higher processing power derived
based on efficient hardware utilization and service uptime. Besides, hardware virtualization can be
applied into CPU, cloud storage device, memory, and switches in order to speed up the response of
CC [75]. Further details on Vcpu, Vram and vDisk is explained below:
4.2.1. VCPU
A virtual CPU (Vcpu) or virtual processor is a physical CPU core allocated to a virtual machine. It
is the hypervisor’s processing power made available to the virtual server. Even though vCPUs can be
viewed as different cores, the amount of Vcpu per physical CPU (or core) must be calculated. Four
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to eight vCPUs can usually be allocated to each physical core to accommodate varying workloads.
There can be more virtual processors assigned than actual physical cores available, permitting a single
core to be accessed by the virtual machines [76,77]. Nishio et al. [78] in turn studied a similar case,
however, they limited its study to only a mobile fog system. The topology consists of a fog stratum
made up of mobile devices and a cloud accessed by a mobile cellular network. Consequently, the study
focused on CPU efficiency, bandwidth, and facility allotment to service computing needs. Driven
by the non-homogeneity resources, a translation was designed via time resources. Thus, making
it possible to quantify them via a similar unit. The problem was formulated under two objectives:
(i) sum maximization and; (ii) utility product function maximization problem. It was solved via
convex optimization.
4.2.2. Memory
In an environment consisting of virtual devices, the norm is to allocate the physical memory to
the virtual physical memory. Inspired by the need to allocate extra memory to a virtual server, the
virtual memory management strategy is evoked. Virtual RAM (vRAM) denotes the quantity of RAM a
hypervisor assigns to a virtual server. Be informed that not all assigned vRAM is physical RAM. The
hypervisor may assign physical memory and disk space concurrently to satisfy the vRAM requirements.
This implies a dual-stage translation process should be kept by the image OS and the virtual machine
monitor (VMM), correspondingly: virtual memory to physical memory and physical memory to
machine memory vice-versa. Additionally, a memory management unit (MMU) virtualization is
encouraged and must not be made opaque to the guest OS. The guest OS never ceases to administer
the translation of virtual addresses to the physical memory addresses of VMs. But the guest OS cannot
directly access the actual machine memory. The VMM is saddled with the responsibility of translating
the guest physical memory to the actual machine memory [79,80].
4.2.3. Cloud Storage Device
The cloud storage device (CSD) system signifies storage entities specifically formulated for the
cloud-based network. A key issue that must be addressed in cloud storage is the security, integrity,
confidentiality, as well as low latency during transfer the data [81]. The CSD performance monitor
system is deployed to maintain pre-defined targets. The CSD performance monitor system is equipped
to undertake additional functions, including routinely validating the present position of datasets
compared to the pre-defined objectives. This is essential to ensure datasets always reside in a CSD
that satisfies its requirements. In case of any abnormalities, an alert is transmitted to the CSD that is
not in accordance with the cloud consumer's requirements. It is possible to virtualize these devices
just as how physical servers can create virtual server images. These techniques can easily provision a
fixed-increment storage allotment supporting the pay-per-use topology [82].
On the other hand, a virtual disk (vDisk) denotes a strategy deployed in the CC to enhance the
frequency of relocating the virtual server files via decomposing vDisk into reduced bits that signify the
virtual server's hard disk. A vDisk is the amalgamation of hard drives assigned to a virtual server
before or after its creation. The various vDisk is kept in a solitary file, or multiple of files, via formats
executable by the hypervisor. If the Microsoft Hyper-V is used, the vDisks will be stored in a .VHD file
format. While, if the VMware ESX(i) is used, the hard disks will be stored in a .VMDK file format [83].
Figure 8 shows three virtual servers (VM A, VM B, and VM C). VM A has two vDisks arranged as a
solitary file; VM B has two hard disks, one is kept as a solitary file and the other as a split disk, while
VM C has two hard disks stored as split disks.

system is deployed to maintain pre-defined targets. The CSD performance monitor system is
equipped to undertake additional functions, including routinely validating the present position of
datasets compared to the pre-defined objectives. This is essential to ensure datasets always reside in
a CSD that satisfies its requirements. In case of any abnormalities, an alert is transmitted to the
CSD that
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the big O(N) complexity indicator, 5G system designers can infer if the algorithm complexity is linear,
logarithmic, quadratic or constant. It is widely known that constant complexity algorithms have lower
complexity and faster execution time than quadratic algorithms.
Massive MIMO system is a significant technology in 5G wireless communication systems where
they offer many potential solutions in achieving high data rates as well as robustness to mitigate
fading, hardware failures and interferences [84]. Massive MIMO consists of unprecedentedly large
antenna arrays that potentially provide high spectral efficiency and high channel capacity, however,
this could also lead to hardware and computational complexity [85]. The installation of huge numbers
of antennas at the base station could lead to a high cost of implementation and increase the amount of
power consumption due to a huge number of radio frequency chains, analogue-to-digital converters,
digital-to-analogue converters, power amplifiers and numerous transceivers. In addition, the number
of antennas in the detection scheme will raise the computational complexity and thus, increase the
latency of the systems. Hence, to mitigate the complexity issue, one of the solution is by using RF
chains to reduce the complexity and energy consumption by employing a Hybrid Analogue-Digital
transceiver [86]. The phase shifter is also one of the solutions by introducing successive interference
cancelation (SIC) hybrid precoding with sub-connected architecture [87].
To resolve the issue of the RF chain hardware limitations [88], a variable phase shifter with
high-dimensional phase only radio frequency processing is fully utilized in order to control the
phases of the up-converted radio frequency signal [89,90]. In achieving the optimum performance
in massive MIMO systems, several methods can be deployed such as hybrid precoding scheme,
zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) methods [91]. Moreover, in order to obtain
practically ideal performance of a singular value decomposition, hybrid methods are used in [92,93]
where the concept of orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is decomposed of optimal precoder and
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combiner. Method to compensate for the overall performance and complexity is by introducing a linear
minimum mean square error (MMSE) signal detection. Table 4 shows a summary of previous works
on the low-complexity.
Table 4. Summary of previous works on the low complexity method.
References

Contributions

Results

Valduga et al. [94]

Proposed beam selection scheme by
exploiting the geometric sparsity of the
multi-user massive MIMO to mitigate
complexity in [94].

Proposed scheme improved the overall
sparsity channel performance.

Yang et al. [95]

Introduced low-complexity Spatial
modulation (SM) SM-MIMO schemes.

Proposed schemes can be capably
quantized and this strategy is suitable for
limited feedback systems.

Jiang et al. [96]

Researchers formulated a study on reducing
overall complexity by proposing a
matrix-vector product initialization and
iteration steps.

The total computational complexity system
bit error rate is significantly reduced.

Qin et al. [97]

Jacobi method is studied in [61] to
accelerate the convergence rate while
maintaining the low complexity.

Proposed method outperformed Neumann
Series, Richardson method and conjugate
gradient-based methods.

Dai et al. [98]

Approach exploited Gauss-Seidel (GS)
method and which is iteratively realized via
the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
algorithm.

It achieved the near optimal performance of
the conventional MMSE algorithm with
small numbers of iterations. It also
outperformed the Neumann series
approximation algorithm.

Jiang et al. [99]

Proposed fast processing algorithms by
transforming the large-scale matrix inverse
into linear equations. Also, the properties of
the block matrix are utilized. Lastly,
individually updated the small size block.

At low latency and low complexity, the
overall results showed a good system
performance.

Vikalo et al. [100]

To significantly simplified the computation,
a sphere decoding is presented in [63] to
mitigate the increasing computational
complexity of maximum likelihood (ML)

Significant higher performance gains are
achieved as compared to the heuristic
method in [101].

Gao et al. [101]

Based on the Richardson method, a MMSE
method is proposed.

Outperformed Neumann series
approximation algorithm as well as
achieving a near optimal performance of
the conventional MMSE.

Gao et al. [102]

Presented an algorithm based on successive
overrelaxation (SOR) where the results
showed an almost similar to the MMSE
method in achieving low complexity signal
detection.

Achieving the near optimal performance of
the conventional MMSE algorithm with
small numbers of iterations. It also
outperformed the Neumann series
approximation algorithm.

Xie et al. [103]

Proposed a systemic successive
overrelaxation (SSOR) based precoding
scheme.

The result showed similar to the results
based on the ZF method

Wu et al. [104]

Two-stage user scheduling scheme (i.e., user
classification at the first stage; User and
beam selection at the second stage) is
proposed by considering the correlation
between the channel energy and inter-user
channel.

The results validated the proposed scheme
has reduced computational complexity as
well as achieving a higher sum rate.
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Table 4. Cont.
References

Contributions

Results

Liu et al. [105]

The proposed system able to decrease the
intra-cell interference with simple signal
processing and it is due to the finer spatial
resolution that is achieved by a large
number of antennas at the BSs.

The schemes provide very close to favorable
performance while the computational
complexity is greatly reduced.

Kim et al. [106]

Proposed a weighted minimum distance
(wMD) decoding by reviewing the
multi-user multiple input multiple output
detection problem into an equivalent
coding problem.

Almost achieve the favorable performance
of the wMD decoding with a much lower
complexity of the decoding.

Sabeti et al. [107]

Proposed a low-complexity carrier
frequency offset compensation technique.

Interference matrix can be calculated
diagonalized due to the circulant property
and thus the inverse matrix can be obtained
straightforward.

Wu et al. [108]

Proposed a low-complexity and hardware
efficient signal detection algorithm as well
as a VLSI architecture. The architecture is
said to be scalable and easily reconfigurable
according to the increasing the numbers of
the antenna.

The reduction of processing latency per
iteration is obtained.

Ahmed et al. [109]

The authors proposed a hierarchical
codebook search algorithm.

Provides good trade-off between complexity
reduction and performance as well as
robustness against feedback channels errors.

Minango et al. [110]

Based on the first order Neumann Series
(NS) expansion, MMSE detectors are
introduced in order to lower down the
complexity in the approximate inverse
matrix.

The proposed results showed the equivalent
of performance that better than the others
approach in the literature reviews.

Minango et al. [111]

Proposed a Damped Jacobi method for the
reduction of complexity MMSE detector
algorithm in their study.

Without performance loss, the proposed
method was able to reduce the classical
MMSE detector complexity by one order of
magnitude.

Haghighatshoar et al.
[112]

The proposed algorithm is reminiscent of
Multiple Measurement Vectors which also
has low complexity and able to track the
sharp transition in the channel statistics. It
is also proved to be similar to the
Approximate Maximum-Likelihood (AML)
algorithm.

Improvements in subspace estimation.

Shikida et al. [113]

The throughput performance of
zero-forcing and MMSE based coordinated
beamforming is evaluated in parallel to the
changing of the number of spatially
multiplexed users.

The results showed the throughput
performance of the MMSE based scheme is
23% higher than the zero-forcing scheme.

Zhang et al. [114]

The authors adopted the Landweber
method algorithm.

The results show better performance as
compare to the existing algorithm.

Tang et al. [115]

The authors developed a low latency and
complexity of massive spatial modulation
MIMO detection scheme with zero-forcing
(ZF) and Maximum Ratio Combining Zero
Forcing (MRC -ZF).

The results showed significantly improved
performance in terms of latency and SINR
as compare to the existing methods that
been reviewed in the paper and it is
validated by using Software Defined Radio
(SDR) platform.

Lei et al. [116]

The researcher introduced the Sparse Code
Multiple Access (SCMA) to enhanced low
complexity in receiver design. The test
design is simulated and verified in real-time
prototyping.

The results showed that it is three times
outperformed the overall throughput
system while sustaining the low latency
transmission as homogenous to flexible
orthogonal.
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However, the method presented in [90] causes high complexity particularly in a huge number of
users due to the full matrix inversion method. MIMO pilot contamination approach has been proposed
as a possible technique to reduce URLLC in 5G communications [117].
6. Cross-Layer
Another technique capable of resulting in low latency 5G era is a cross-layer approach. As
stated by Srivastava et al. [118], cross-layer is referred to as designing a protocol by manipulating
the dependence between protocol layers to achieve the optimum performance gain. The cross-layer
approach offers the system designer a comprehensive overview of the network topology leading to a
compact and interoperable architecture. Cross-layer designs can be seen from two perspectives: tight
coupling and loose coupling. In tight coupling, all the system layers are highly interconnected to each
other, leading to faster EEO and OAMP. Although this approach on the surface is ideal, it comes with
some limitations. The most notable limitation is that it creates an entry barrier to more innovative
solutions from other vendors. Conversely, the loose coupling seems attractive to the 5G low latency
regime and the open system nomenclature has gained traction for this. The open system both from the
hardware and software perspective has created an avenue to maximize the plug and play syndrome
and code reusability with attendance resulting in a faster system deployment scenario.
One way of achieving information sharing between all the cross-layer designs is to leverage the
interdependencies and interactions between different layers of the networking layer. In cross-layer
design, each layer is assigned one or more roles in the architecture of wireless communication. Each
layer is given a set of roles to function similar to the TCP/IP protocol stack and the OSI layer. To
enhance the performance, the dependence found across different layers of roles in the cross-layer
design is utilized [118]. High service throughput can be achieved by massive MIMO technique
where the technique deploys large scale of the antenna at the BS and it provides full-dimensional
spatial multiplexing as well as a high order of beamforming gain [119,120]. In achieving low latency,
short orthogonal frequency division modulation (OFDM) symbol length and wider bandwidth are
retained based on the OFDM-based waveform [121]. Some of the related previous works proposed
methods such as channel vector correlation coefficient [122–125], real-time sum capacity [126–128], an
approximation of polynomial [129] and asymptotic capacity [130].
As a side note, delays caused by transmission and signaling as mentioned in [131] can be reduced
by using short frame structure as stated in [132]. Delays caused by transmission and signaling also
can be reduced by using a polar codes coding scheme [133]. The performance of tactile internet can
be investigated based on statistical queueing requirements, an effective bandwidth [134], as well as
effective capacity is used [135]. In [136], a practical packet dropping along with finite power mechanism
is proposed to enable the quality of service (QoS). Similarly, a framework for cross-layer is established
by assuming a frequency-flat fading channel model, optimization of the power allocation as well as the
packet dropping mechanism [137].
Transmission queueing delay violation probability, proactive packet dropping probability and
error probability are considered in the reliability of the system in [138]. Moreover, it is also validated by
simulation and numerical results where the results are near-optimal performance. In [139], a multiple
resource block (RB) are implemented simultaneously, the introduction of power-based weight in RB
scheduling, and the low complexity calculation method are applied at the per-layer which is based on
the Hermitian Matrix Blockwise Inversion Dilemma. Other researchers in [140] proposed a low latency
radio interface by using 180 kHz and 360 kHz OFDM subcarrier spacing with 256 and 128 points fast
Fourier transform (FFT). Other findings in [141] in regards to the low latency in ultra-dense small cell
networks proposed a frame structure based on 312.5 kHz OFDM subcarrier spacing. Subsequently,
to reduce latency in TDD air interface by exploiting the OFDM subcarrier spacing and the frame
length should be reduced to 0.25 ms [135]. Ref. [142] has proposed an algorithm that considered a new
weight function for adapting handover margin level over contiguous carrier aggregation deployment
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scenarios in LTE-Advanced system. Related works of low latency in cross-layer are summarized in
Table 5.
Table 5. Summary of previous works on the cross-layer design.
References

Contributions

TCP/IP

Results

Not mentioned

The numerical results showed that
minor power loss in packet dropping
probability, transmission error
probability and queueing delay
violation probability and when all the
parameters are having the same order of
magnitude.

Packet switching protocol

The link-level simulation showed that
the proposed control channel console
with the block-error rate of 109 under
Rayleigh fading condition at SINR
compared to the current 4G system.

She et al. [5]

The authors proposed a framework
for cross-layer optimization where
they optimize the packet dropping
policy, power allocation policy and
bandwidth policy.

Song et al. [143]

This paper introduced a balanced
design for uplink and downlink
control channels by making a proper
selection in modulation, time
resources and as well as the diversity
scheme. Also, a radio frame structure
is proposed.

Au et al. [144]

The console of massive connectivity is
deploying an uplink contention-based
sparse-code multiple access (SCMA)
scheme.

PHY/MAC protocol

The simulation results showed a 2.8
times gain using contention-based
sparse-code multiple access (SCMA)
over a contention-based OFDMA.

Kela et al. [145]

Proposed a novel frame structure for
the radio access interface to support
multi-user spatial multiplexing, low
latency on the radio access interface.

Asynchronous HARQ for
LTE protocol

The results lead to a better performance
of the spectral efficiency by a factor of
2.4. In addition to that, the average
latency is equal to the factor of 5.
Meaning, it has a shorter time than 1 ms.

Pedersen et al. [146]

The authors presented a configurable
5G time division duplex. In wide area
scenarios, they also introduced the
flexible scheduling framework.

Full Duplex protocol

The result presented in this paper
showed that the achievement of
different targets in flexible scheduling
depends on the user's condition.

Wirth et al. [147]

The authors presented a concept of
the frame structure which is
supported by different levels of
ultra-low latency by combining the
subcarriers spacing and shorter
transmission time interval (sTTI)
frame structure in a clean state design.

Internet control message
protocol

The proposed concept achieved delays
below 1ms or 2 ms for the round trip
time (RTT) results.

Liu et al. [148]

This paper presented a Cross Sliding
Window (CSW) scheduling method
alongside with Cross Parallel Window
(CPW) scheduling method in
achieving less memory capacity &
lower latency.

Not mentioned

Proposed CSW method has shown a
high throughput and low latency with
higher efficiency.

Jang et al. [149]

This paper presented an Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) design
method by reordering of IFFT input
data from the resource element
mapper towards input signal of IFFT.

Medium access network,
packet data convergence
protocol, radio link protocol

The proposed algorithm results has
shown that the Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT) is reduced in terms of
the memory depth and output data
latency.

Ohseki et al. [150]

The researchers proposed a fast outer
loop link adaptation scheme based on
the reception of acknowledgment and
negative acknowledgment for the
initial transmission of hybrid ACK.

Not mentioned

The results showed that high
throughput is achieved right after user
equipment deployed the data
transmission as compared to the
conventional methods.

Moreira et al. [151]

The authors introduced a software
defined wireless network
(SDWN)-enabled fast cross
authentication scheme combined with
a non-cryptographic and
cryptographic algorithms.

Authentication and key
agreement protocol

The proposed scheme has fulfilled and
verified by simulation for the 5G
security requirements.

She et al. [152]

A short frame structure as such, a
transmission error with finite
block-length channel codes should be
considered, a packet dropping
mechanism, optimization of a queue
state information and as well as
channel state information (CSI)
dependent transmission policy are
proposed.

User-plane and
control-plane protocol

The results showed that the
optimization magnitude is in the same
order for the three probabilities which
are the packet error probability,
queueing delay violation probability
and packet dropping probability.
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Table 5. Cont.
References

Contributions

TCP/IP

Results

Mathur et al. [153]

The authors proposed an underlying
CDMA transmission technique and
the IoT will not wait for access of
small size uplink transmissions.

MAC/PHY protocol

This paper aims to achieve significantly
lower control plan signaling and low
latency by designing the transmission
technique.

Wang et al. [154]

This paper presented non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) that
translate the physical layer of NOMA
to improve the QoE in the upper layer.

MAC/PHY protocol

The results depicted that the QoE-aware
NOMA is able to fit the diverse
demands of users and hence, it provides
better service quality for the users that
comes with higher quality preferences.

Miyim et al. [155]

The authors proposed an intelligent
vertical handover algorithm in
HetNets and it is said to take into
cognizance velocity, the current
received signal strength (RSS) and
predicted the RSS of candidate
networks.

Not mentioned

The proposed algorithm saved time
(low latency) and it identifies the best
candidate network and hence, the
technique showed a good ground to
minimize ping-pong in HetNets.

Dombrowski et al.
[156]

The researchers presented an
EchoRing, or also known as wireless
token-passing in MAC protocols.

Token passing MAC protocol

The proposed protocol showed better
performance by several orders of
magnitude in terms of reliability for
latencies (below 10ms) compare to the
other schemes.

Pocovi et al. [157]

The researchers extended research on
the different MAC layer enhancement
in supporting the ultra-reliable low
latency communication (uRLLC) by
introducing low pass filtered
interference information at CQI report.
In addition to that, a short
transmission time interval (TTI) and
faster processing at the user
equipment to ensure the reduction of
delay during hybrid automatic repeat
request (HARQ) retransmissions.

Asynchronous HARQ with
chase combining protocol

The results shown that 99% of latency
and reliability are achieved at the low
load situation and vice-versa.

7. Challenges and Opportunities in Ultra-Low Latency Massive MIMO
Following are challenges related to ultra-low latency massive MIMO based on the 4Cs framework.
7.1. Computing
Despite the advantages provided by the computing center such as increased organizational agility
and improved scalability, there are some key challenges to consider. This section presents the key
challenges and opportunities for computing services, which are categorized into four areas: (1) Security
and privacy; (2) Resource management; (3) Scalability, and (4) Complexity [158].
7.1.1. Security and Privacy
Data security and privacy are always high on any list of priorities. Predominantly, there are four
types of data services in FC: data storage, data sharing, data query and data computation. Consistent
with the aforementioned four data services, they uniquely need a divergent specific data security and
privacy requirements [159]. Table 6 summarized the security and privacy requirements for the main
data services. These security and privacy processes are necessary; however, they may also increase
the latency.
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Table 6. Security and privacy requirements for the data services.
Data Services

Security and Privacy Requirements

Storage

•
•
•
•

Integrity confirmation.
Reduced overhead.
Public inspecting.
Dynamics provisioning

Sharing

•
•

Authorization cancellation.
Access competence.

Query

•
•
•

Security tight search ability.
Dynamics provisioning.
Refined results.

7.1.2. Resource Management
Resource management in CC is aligned with random tasks, presenting a significant issue to the
elasticity of CC. The fluctuation incident can be observed in two ways. One is a premeditated spike,
and another is an inadvertent spike in tasks. The former, occurs in scenarios that are predictable
resulting in advanced resource allocation. While the latter, resources needs to be assigned when there is
a need and reassigned when required. The general framework essential in cloud resource management
are (i) Admission control: is solely responsible if can admit a job/request to be executed in the cloud,
(ii) Resource allocation: maps VMs onto Physical Machines (PMs) and tasks onto VMs, (iii) Quality of
Service (QoS): connotes to metrics such as response duration, running cost, throughput, minimization
of loss and so on, (iv) Tasks balancing: task balancing of schedules based on the resources so as to
enhance its efficiency, and (v) Energy Management: connotes to optimal usage energy in the DC.
Resource allocation in the cloud can be divided into two types [160]:
(a)

Mapping of VMs onto PMs

(b)

Cloud based resources comprise of the software and hardware needed to implement user tasks
such as memory, CPU, bandwidth, storage and network. Resource allocation denotes the act of
assigning optimal utilities to the demands required by the user, these schedules are executed
optimally. Conversely, resource allocation in the CC context connotes assigning a Virtual Machine
that meets the system specifications requested by the user.
Mapping of Workloads onto VMs
The cloud consists of a class of prevailing VMs and a built environment with predefined memory,
CPU and bandwidth. The users tender their demands which may be fluctuating, and deadline
driven. These jobs need to be assigned with optimal resources such that the workloads are
processed efficiently. This type of assignment is known as mapping of workloads onto VMs.

7.1.3. Scalability
The number of IoT-driven devices is estimated to be in the billions of folds. Inadvertently, such
an enormous volume of data will require a huge volume of resources such as processing power and
storage. Consequently, fog servers are expected to provide connectivity for all these devices with
adequate resources. The main challenge will be the ability to attain to the swift progress in IoT devices
and use cases [161].
7.1.4. Complexity
The spectrum of IoT and wireless technology are dominated by many manufacturers who operate
on different design specifications. It is plausible that this will result in difficulties in selecting an
optimal component as different vendors utilize different software and hardware configurations to meet
their personal requirements. Furthermore, in some scenarios, user-cases with high-security demands
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require specific hardware and protocols to operate. Thus, escalating the already existing operational
and latency issues [112].
7.2. Cost of Management the Cloud Resources
This section presents various issues pertaining to the cost and management of cloud resources in
order to ultra-reliable and low-latency.
7.2.1. Costs Reduction and Maximization of Resource Allocation Utility
The two notable challenges that must be satisfied in executing a resource allocation algorithm are
the reduction in total operational cost and maximization of resource utility. A fault tolerant computing
system is expected to provision services to its subscribers with the notion of continuity in-terms
of providing the same service. Motivated by this, the service providers are expected to offer the
subscribers services at a reduced cost. To achieve this, an excellent mechanism to administer resource
usage and minimize the cost for the subscribers should be implemented. Nevertheless, there is a need
to implement judicious utilization of the service provider resources.
7.2.2. Predictable and Unpredictable Workloads
Computing data centers consists of mainly virtualization resources such as; CPU, storage and
network. These virtualized resources expedite low power in comparison to traditional data centers.
Virtual Machines (VMs) are the class of virtualized platform offered to the subscribers. These VMs
are allocated to big random jobs. The demands may fluctuate rapidly and escalate the need for an
application intensifies. These class of jobs is denoted as predictable and unpredictable jobs.
7.2.3. Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Workloads
Two classes of jobs exist in the cloud broadly denoted as homogeneous and heterogeneous jobs. In
homogeneous workloads system configuration, the CPU, RAM, storage and time are equally allocated.
Cloud systems must be designed considering both types of workloads to be allocated.
7.2.4. VM Migration
VM migration is a subset of the techniques available for handling insufficient resources in the
cloud. To increase resources availability, VMs can be migrated between hosts.
7.2.5. Parallel Task Scheduling
Parallel computing can increase the make span of the jobs. Two categories of jobs exist; independent
and dependent jobs. Independent jobs can be programmed to be implemented via various virtual
machines in parallel. Although, dependent jobs have inherent communication challenges, consequently,
extra caution is required during design.
7.2.6. Elasticity
Elasticity in the cloud denotes the degree of flexibility in handling the unpredictability in resource
demands. The demand for resources may grow asymptotically over time. The onus is on the cloud to
automatically detect the demand and act accordingly. Optimal resource management in the cloud
should have been equipped with such functionality.
7.3. Complexity
The ultra-reliable low latency massive MIMO complexity challenges have been presented by
Shen et al. [162]. The authors studied the capacity-based user selection and Fronbenius norm-based
algorithms. Both algorithms are combined with block diagonalization precoding for MU-MIMO for
maximising the total throughput in the selected user set. Therefore, below are the challenges in uRLLC:
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Capacity-based algorithms still have high computational complexity due to their frequent use of
SVD in the channel matrices.
In vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), Jin et al. [163] has mentioned that the challenges of deploying
low complexity ultra-low latency massive MIMO can meet the requirement through dynamic
vehicular channels since the number of vehicles in services are significantly high.
Linear Zero Forcing (ZF) or minimum mean square error (MMSE) receivers are more favorable
in a real-world implementation. However, those schemes are computationally costly. However,
these fast processing time and low complexity in vehicular to infrastructure make it appropriate
for the applications designed for the modern vehicular using massive MIMO.
In addition to that, Sabeti et al. [107] have stated several challenges in the area of computational
complexity, such as an algorithm for joint carrier frequency offset compensation and multiuser
detection for multiuser MIMO systems. This approach is not feasible for the huge scales of
MIMO systems.

As for the opportunities in complexity, there are a few suggestions that being suggested by other
researchers, such as:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

A suitable scheme such as the MMSE scheme is favourable for a coordinated beamforming
scheme for massive MIMO as mentioned by Shikida et al. [113].
Additionally, Jin et al. [163] have suggested that the volume-based algorithm is needed because
its computational complexity is greatly lesser than capacity-based algorithms.
Haghighatshoar et al. [112] mentioned that there is an opportunity in tracking mode such that the
subspace estimate is updated upon arrival in low complexity algorithm.
A minimal complexity 2D-AOA estimator based on unitary estimation of the signal parameters
through rotational invariance techniques (2D-UESPRIT) algorithm is introduced in [117] due to
the conventional 2D-AOA estimation method will produced high computational complexity.

7.4. Cross-Layer
In order to support uRLLC, issues in radio resource allocation are among the key challenges.
This is due to the mandatory transmission and queuing delay is shorter than the coherence channel
time [164]. The aftermath of the issues arise are:
(a)

(b)

Baligh et al. [165] in their study stated the main challenges in cross-layer of ultra-reliable low
latency massive-MIMO are due to the progressively larger numbers of access nodes in 5G systems,
making it challenging to optimize the cross-layer system utility maximization problem as it
is huge.
Meanwhile, in mMTC, the effective connectivity as well as scalability for massive numbers
of devices is not done adequately in cellular systems. Considerations of low cost and energy
efficiency thus enabling wide area coverage and deep indoor penetration have been mentioned
by Bockelmann et al. [166]. Other challenges or limitations and their causes in the cross-layer for
low-latency massive MIMO are also tabulated and discussed in Table 7.

Nonetheless, in every challenge lies an opportunity. For instance, the opportunity that can be
gained in [166] stated that a promising candidate is the flexible waveform design enabling in-band
massive machine type communication channels. Another opportunity mentioned by Moreira et al. [151]
in his findings stated that by attempting to build an efficient and reliable radio zone, a machine learning
techniques would be focused to properly classify the numerous RSS profile of HetNets. However,
the challenges of delay, as well as weak security, needs to be tackled by developing Java API in
order to calculate the complexity of the systems and later compare it to the non-cryptographic and
cryptographic methods.
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Table 7. Limitations and its causes in cross-layer for low-latency massive MIMO.
Limitations

Causes
•

Reliability cannot be improved by
using the ARQ mechanism

Block-length of channel code
is finite
Using effective bandwidth for
URLLC is not recommended

•

Re-transmitting packets in will only introduce addition latency but
when it stayed in fading, it barely enhanced the
successful transmission.
In deep fading, unbounded transmit power is resulted due to the
average latency approaching the coherence time channel.
Therefore, with finite power, it is uncertain to balance the ultra-low
latency and ultra-high reliability.

•

Discovering the most optimal resource allocation for uRLLC is
becoming more challenging due to the achievable maximal rate
is convex.

•

The effective bandwidth can only be used when the delay violation
probability is small whereas the delay bound is huge. Thus, it is
not recommended.

8. Current Progress in 4Cs in Ultra-Low Latency Massive MIMO
Following are the current progress that related to ultra-low latency massive MIMO based on the
4Cs framework:
8.1. Computing
The direct consequences of the deployment of wide spectrum of distributed end devices are the
generation of a large chunk of data. Consequently, the processing demands attention. Cloud and FC
are crucial in the sustenance of these devices. Herein, we summarize the various aspects of current
progress in computing for formulating next generation machines and applications over computing
environment to achieve low latency:
(1)

(2)

Partitioning of tasks or services: this issue classified into multiple stages—(i) estimate the fog
devices resources, (ii) task segregation driven by fog devices resource availability and the probable
response duration to achieve task completion, (iii) estimate overheads for task segregation and
relocation, (iv) estimate the overheads for outcome gathering for different sub-tasks, (v) optimal
positioning of sub-tasks at designated fog device and to the cloud [167]. While task positioning
and task assignment issues are deeply established in the literature for various scenarios, for
instance, under dispersed scenarios [168], for parallel computing architecture [169], and lately,
for mobile and CC environments [170], the situation is not the same in FC environment. The
cost-advantage limitations are also crucial. The goal is to divest the jobs from a resource surplus
environment (cloud) to a resource limited platform (fog) primarily for the purpose of better
response time and greater privacy acceptance. Hence, the job of relocation algorithms is critical
and faultless with a high degree of accuracy. The aforementioned performance criteria are a major
issue in developing a fog computing system, and thorough research is needed so as to develop
the necessary frameworks.
Semantics in fog computing: the fog computing platform encompassing various heterogeneous
sensors, actuators, edge devices and cloud servers. Fog infrastructure is mainly distributed from
the IoT perspective. In these largely distributed platforms, comprehending service-oriented
computing is a big challenge. Therefore, embedding semantics for deliveries is problematic. For
instance, various applications may deploy equivalent actuator service and result in conflicting
actions. It is plausible that the application-based actuation service can be dissimilar from the
actuation service of another application. A strategy is required for managing the work-flow of
dissimilar facilities of an application. An application work-flow requires proper management
with semantically correct services so as to attain the end-goals. The main issue in this regard is
to apply appropriate connotation to the activities in order to execute the application. Several
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works have been proposed previously for administering semantics in a distributed computing
platform [171]. Nevertheless, these mechanisms cannot be directly apply to fog computing,
because: (i) fog is a partly distributed framework, in which clouds roles are rigidly defined, (ii)
the role of the cloud in an application relies on many scenarios, hence, the formulation of a generic
framework is not easy, (iii) the resource availabilities at each fog device are not static, and (iv) for
a SOA based architecture, the dependency among micro services may be complex with a mixture
of dependable services. These concepts need further investigation with regards to fog computing
scenarios [172].
Multi-domain orchestration: the fog platform is a continuum of utilities starting from the network
edge to the cloud data centers, offering various components to be overseen by various entities.
E-2-E service delivery entails synchronization among various divergent domains with likely
heterogeneous control rules. Standardization of interfaces has become imperative so that services
can be provisioned, while satisfying E-2-E performance limitations. Global knowledge of network
topology across the various domains has become essential. Before now, some works in CC
domain on multi-domain orchestration exists [173,174], yet, buoyed by the distributed nature of
fog entities, sustaining resource assignment considering a stratum of non-homogeneous systems
with divergent rules are difficult and requires peculiar attention.
Interaction among fog devices: Ensuring real-time service provisioning in a distributed
environment under a heterogeneous system (with different resource availabilities under various
policy domains) is difficult. To enable a fog node to generate a response within a much smaller
amount of time, the dependency on the other fog nodes should be taken care of. The edge
devices interact among themselves for different service calling and data sending can represent the
dependencies among multiple services as a dependency tree (or graph, based on the application).
Parsing such dependency tree or dependency graph of services for an application under a
distributed environment requires complex interaction among various fog nodes. The research
challenge in this case, is to make these interactions very fast, so that the overall system generates
the output within a predefined time threshold to ensure real-time service execution is guaranteed
and preserved [48,175,176].

In addition, with the current progress made in computing via the augmented and virtual reality
(AR/VR) users’ view can be enhanced by using augmented reality. Virtual reality, on the other hand,
offers more immersive experience that in practice is typical. In these innovations, network latency can
be addressed by using hybrid cloud processing where it able to reduce the processing and bandwidth
requirements. Moreover, content distribution can be achieved by introducing mobile edge computing
(MEC) at the edge of the cellular network [177]. On the other hand, Verizon engineers are also currently
working on the MEC platform software by using MEC equipment to reduce the network latency in
half on a live 5G network. The engineers have relied heavily on the carrier’s Intelligent Edge Network
architecture where the equipment and software reduced the physical distance data needed to travel
between the computer infrastructure and the wireless devices [178].
Researchers’ from King’s College London are also making progress in futuristic applications for
5G. It is called as “Internet of Skills” where it able to transfer physical skills across the network by using
technology [179]. Being developed by NeuroDigital, haptic gloves that are equipped with motion
and pressure sensors are used by surgeons [180]. The haptic gloves are made of wearable “Sarotis”
technology that being fabricated from soft fabric that wraps around the skin and acts as a “second
skin”. This “second skin” allows the users to feel the same things the actors feels such as handshakes,
catching a ball and many more [180]. During the Qualcomm Snapdragon Tech Summit, they have
showcased the world first telemedicine example through a demo in collaboration with Verizon and
Columbia University [181]. Virtual reality (VR) telemedicine has become one of the most revolutionary
and potentially life-saving applications of 5G.
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8.2. Cost of Management the Multiple Operating Environments and Applications
There is a need to run multiple operating environments and applications on a single fog
device. Besides, the resource allocation as well as various services need to be coordinated for proper
orchestration of application services. Herein, we present different aspects of current progress to provide
multiple operating environments:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Service separation and encapsulation: The services or tasks from two different applications or
users may need to have a separate environment. Therefore, service separation and encapsulation
are important, when both the services or tasks are run on a single fog device [182].
Application fairness: To ensure application fairness, resource reservation and provisioning to the
services over a single fog device need to be monitored, and the management algorithms need to
take care of the fairness aspect [183].
Data privacy: When services from different applications or users run on a single fog node, data
privacy for individual application or user needs to be ensured [184].
Fault tolerance: This is an important aspect. When a fog device fails, the services running on
that device need to be migrated to a different device, while maintaining application and user
transparency. Seamless migration of services is an essential requirement to ensure high availability
of resources over the fog computing environment. The environment should support various
types of fault tolerance, like crash faults, network faults and byzantine faults [185].

8.3. Complexity
Wireless communications are expected to be embedded with seamless connectivity functionality
to an enormous number of devices or users with the combination of ultra-reliable low latency with
extremely high reliability, security and availability. This is also being called as Tactile Internet as
mentioned in [86] that introduces a revolution of development in society, economics and culture.
However, to implement such extreme requirements in tactile internet is not a trivial task and formidable
challenges exist in hardware implementation. This is due to the exponential increase in computational
complexity at the signal detection. One way to mitigate the computation complexity at signal detection.
The most practical solution is to introduce iterative approaches. Among the method that can be
implemented are Richardson [101], Gauss-Seidel [98], Jacobi [97], Successive Overrelation (SOR) [102] as
well as Symmetric Successive Overrelaxation (SSOR) [103] methods. Current progress on the detection
scheme in mitigating computational complexity is by proposing rate-compatible puncturing polar
(RCPP) codes in which two different puncturing methods are identified—quasi uniform puncturing
and shortening [186]. Also, another detection scheme for polar codes that can reduce complexity is
blind detection based on the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) [187]. The emergence of 5G also introduces
the MIMO-non orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) where the low-complexity receiver used LMMSE
multi-user detector that operates iteratively with single user message passing decoder [186] for the
latest current progress in achieving low-complexity low-latency in 5G.
On a side note, AT&T along with Nokia is set to produce a platform based on open source software
that can be aligned with Open-RAN target architecture by allowing development on it. SDN is heavily
reliant upon by the carrier to power the network. This includes a network cloud platform that supports
all the carrier’s application and SDN services [188].
8.4. Cross-Layer
As mentioned above, cross-layer is defined as the protocol design that disrupts the architecture
layers in optimizing the overall performance of the network topology. To guarantee the extreme low
E-2-E of the tactile internet, promising solutions will be introduced herein. In current OFDM, it faces a
challenge for opportunistic and dynamic spectrum access [185] which is due to the high out-of-band
(OOB) emission [186]. In addition to that, there are various types of modulation schemes such as
Filter Bank Multicarrier (FMBC) [16], Universal Filtered Multicarrier (UFMC) [187] and Bi-Orthogonal
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OFDM (BFDM) [188] has been discussed for 5G, however, the most promising solution of modulation
scheme for PHY layer for 5G is Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM) [187]. As
discussed in [146], a short transmission time interval in frame structure could be one of the practical
solutions in achieving 1ms E2E TTI latency. Moreover, achieving low latency in cross-layer for 5G can
be performed by using forward error correction (FEC) channel coding with iterative decoding [186].
Finally, [188] provided the implementation of low-density parity check (LDPC) convolutional codes to
validate the stringent requirements of the tactile Internet application. In addressing the ultra-reliable
low latency strict requirement, an emerging transport technology called Flexible-Ethernet (FlexE) is
currently developed by ZTE where it forwards and secures the isolated network slicing at layer 2 and
layer 3 technologies that are unable to match. A new protocol is built by the Common Public Radio
Interface (CPRI) consortium in order to address the fronthaul transport needs [188].
9. Conclusions
This paper presents the state-of-the-art on the Four-C framework for high capacity ultra-reliable and
low latency 5G networks with regards to Computing, Cost, Complexity and Cross-Layer requirements.
The requirements and potential applications related to ultra-reliable and low latency are initially
presented, followed by further definition and establishment of the Four-C Framework. A classification
based on previous works under each of the ‘C’ elements is also presented, followed by a review on the
emerging technologies such as SDN, NFV, fog networking, Hypervisor in virtual machines (vCPU,
vRAM, vDisk, etc.), and complex MU-MIMO and Massive-MIMO schemes. The new uRLLC network
architecture framework needs to consider factors such as security and privacy, scalability, resource
management and utilization, efficiency as well as complexity. Finally, challenges and opportunities to
achieve ultra-low latency communication have also been discussed.
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